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Abstract
Bavanat red bed copper deposits (Jolani area) are located in south Sanandaj-Sirjan
metamorphic belt and approximately 15 km NW of Bavanat. In terms of lithology, these
deposits include purple to red siltstone(PSS) which are also seen among the layers of
green sandstone(GS). Copper mineralization such as malachite is observed in the GS
unit at the surface. Both PSS and GS units have Jurassic age. The current study, has
used Landsat 8 and SPOT 5 images for RS processing. This study indicated that
RGB=432 color composite in SPOT 5 image has the best contrast for enhancement and
detection of PSS and GS units. Only the Landsat 8 fused image has been able to
enhance and detect the GS unit. Also, based on band ratio technique, RGB=(b6/b2),
(b5/b3), (b7/b1) color composite for Landsat 8 data, has the best contrast for PSS and
GS units. PCA method shows that RGB=PC4, PC2, PC1 for Spot 5 data and RGB=PC1,
PC2, PC3 for Landsat 8 data have the best contrast for enhancement and detection of
the Bavanat red bed copper deposits. In this study, different methods of supervised
classification such as SAM, SID and SVM were reviewed. Among these methods, SVM
technique has the best layout for SPOT 5 image. This important layout as a basic
geological map, can be very useful in additional exploration studies on the Bavanat red
bed deposits.
Keywords: Bavanat; Red Bed Copper Deposits; Spatial and RS Data.
deposits, is Nacimiento deposit in USA, that have been
studied by various scholars including Woodward et al.,
[3], Talbott [4], Kirkham [5], and Cox et al., [2]. Also,
these sedimentary copper deposits have been introduced
in Iran for example by Aghazadeh and Badrzadeh [6],
Noori Khankahdani and Karimi [7], Karimi [8],
Hassanpour and Senemari [9], Sadati et al., [10],
Azaraien et al., [11], Rajabpour et al., [12] and Noori
Khankahdani and Karimi [13]. The use of remote

Introduction
Red bed copper deposits, are an important group of
sedimentary copper deposits that introduced by
Emmons [1] for first time. In red bed deposits, the host
rock can be concordant or interbedded layers with red,
purple and violet sandstone, siltstone or conglomerate
formed in deltaic, river or aeolian origin environments
[2]. Red bed copper deposits, have been studied in
different parts of the world. One of the most famous
*
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[19
9] and Rajend
dran and Nasiir, [20]. Due to the spatiall
exp
pansion of thee red bed coppper deposits in
n the Bavanatt
areea, simultaneo
ous use of fielld data and reemote sensingg
tecchniques can be very benneficial for detection
d
andd
sliccing of these deposits. In current study, thiss
com
mbination was done andd the resultss were quitee
sattisfactory.

sensing techhniques in dettection and sllicing of mineeral
deposits resuults in savingg time and money, as welll as
increase in tthe accuracy of the operattion, thereforee, it
has been connsidered by many
m
researchers. The purppose
of such techhniques is to integrate fieeld and RS ddata
using more accurate diggital methods to perform tthe
enhancementt, detection and
a
slicing of
o various uunits
[14]. Severaal researcherss have used remote senssing
techniques iin order to detect and explore mineeral
resources. Foor example, Noori
N
Khankaahdani and Zaarei,
[15], Honarm
mand et al., [16],
[
Pour and Hashim, [117],
Hosseinjani Zadeh et al.,, [18], Alimo
ohammadi et al.,

Th
he Geological Environmentt
According to
o Mohajjel annd Fergusson [21], Bavanatt
areea is located in south seection of Saanandaj-Sirjann
meetamorphic zo
one (Fig. 1). An impoten
nt lithologicall

Fiigure 1. The loccation of Bavannat study area in Sanandaj-Sirjjan metamorphhic belt (base
map from Mohajjjel and Fergussson, 2000).

Figure 2. Location of th
he red bed coppeer deposits in th
he Jolani region
n, 15 km NW off Bavanat.
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unit outcroppped in N-NW
W section off Bavanat vallley
which is esspecially impportant in teerms of coppper
mineralizatioon (Fig. 2). Thhis unit includ
des purple to red
siltstone (PS
SS) with Jurasssic age and has interbedss of
green sandsttone (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). In fact, coppper
mineralizatioon is observeed in the ex
xact same grreen

ndstone unit. Previous
P
studdies by Noori Khankahdanii
san
and
d Karimi [7], Vahid [22]], Chaman Ara
A [23], andd
No
oori Khankahd
dani and Kariimi [13] havee shown thesee
cop
pper deposits are placed in red bed coppeer deposits.
Figure 5 shows hand sample and microscopicc
images of PSS and
a GS (greenn sandstone) units. Copperr

Figgure 3. The ouutcrop of purplle siltstone(PSS
S) and green sandstone(GS),
s
View to NE, T
These lithologiical
unnits, form Bavannat red bed copp
per deposits.

Figure 4. Close up image of PSS and GS unnits (Bavanat reed bed copper deposit)
d
Dehbidd-Bavanat road.

Figure 5. Copper mineralization as malaachite in macroscopic(right) an
nd microscopicc scale(left).
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Table 1. Reesults of XRF chemical analy
ysis of Cu-bear
aring green san
ndstone (Bavanaat area) (Noorii Khankahdani and Karimi,
2019).
Sample
MgO Na2O K2O P2O5 TiO2 MnnO SO3
Cu
C
L.O.I
SiO2 Al2O3 Fee2O3 CaO M
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
ppm
p
%
69.744
4.11
3.75
10.9
0.5
0.38
0.62 0.042
2 0.25
0.443
0
91
8.97
T1S5
56.588 20.73
8.15
1.35
4.31 0.126
6 0.78
0.001
0
2.72
0.66
18
4.16
T1S6
73.855
7.73
2.27
5.21
0.4
0.047
7 0.21
0.221
0
12
2826 5.19
0.98
2.2
T1S12
72.8
1.4
0.58 0.071
1 0.25
0.115
0
17
7797 3.91
8.82
6.48
2.51
0.75
T1S13
75.866
9.47
4.73
1.29
2.04
1.13
0.73 0.069
9 0.29
0.112
0
5477
3.43
MS18

F
Figure 6. Stratigraphic column
n of Bavanat redd bed copper deeposit, Noori Khankahdani
K
andd Karimi (2019
9).

mineralizatioon in GS sampple is in the fo
orm of Malachhite
(CuCO3 (OH
H) 2). Table 1 has show
wn the resultss of
chemical annalysis of a number
n
of Cu-bearing
C
grreen
sandstones inn Bavanat region. These an
nalyzes have bbeen
performed inn Kansaran Binalood compaany. Also, Figgure
6 shows the sstratigraphic column
c
of the study area baased
on Noori Khhankahdani and
a Karimi studies [13]. T
The
main purpoose of curreent studies is
i enhancem
ment,
detection andd slicing of PS
SS and GS units so that furtther
exploration ccan be focusedd on.

Materials
M
annd Methods
In this reseaarch, field areeas of the pu
urple siltstonee
(PS
SS) and greeen sandstoness (GS) were studied first..
Table 2 shows the
t geographiical coordinatees of the PSS
S
and
d GS points. These
T
points hhave been reg
gistered at thee
WG
GS84 datum. Also, the pposition of th
hese points iss
sho
own on the SP
POT 5 image (Fig. 7). The rock sampless
hav
ve been studied in Shirazz Islamic Azaad Universityy
usiing a polarizin
ng microscoppe. After field
d observationss
and
d preliminary
y identificationn of PSS and
d GS units inn
microscopic stud
dies, Landsat 8 image with row and pathh
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Row
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
١١
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Table 2. The
T geographiccal coordinates of
o the PSS and GS points.
X
Y
Type
Row
w
X
Y
732661
3383414
GS
19
731506
3384634
733056
3383357
GS
20
733145
3383301
734652
3383615
GS
21
732795
3384653
733403
3383126
GS
22
733433
3384407
732695
3383441
GS
23
733631
3384142
733847
3383077
GS
24
734134
3383743
732427
3384804
GS
25
732826
3384788
731631
3385034
GS
26
732296
3385247
732301
3385072
GS
27
732428
3384922
732032
3385159
GS
28
733147
3384369
732153
3385029
GS
29
734615
3383232
732322
3384482
GS
30
731822
3384168
732533
3384702
GS
31
732852
3383689
734262
3383816
GS
32
732285
3384625
732766
3384306
GS
33
732894
3384544
733681
3382877
GS
34
732894
3384544
734549
3383688
GS
35
733648
3382965
734151
3382599
GS
36
732566
3385038

Type
GS
GS
PSS
PSS
PSS
PSS
PSS
PSS
PSS
PSS
PSS
PSS
PSS
PSS
PSS
PSS
PSS
PSS

Figure 7. The positionn of acquired po
oints on SPOT 5 image.
Note: Green Saandstone(GS)=grreen circle and Pu
urple Siltstone (PSS)=red square.

162-39 (16/009/2018) and SPOT 5 imaage No. 157-2289
(24/08/2005)) were utilized for remote
r
senssing
operations. F
For this purpose, ENVI 5.3. software w
was
used. After ppre-processingg of data, diffferent methodss of
remote sennsing such as construcction of coolor
composites, data fusion, band ratio, PCA
P
method and
supervised cllassification were
w
used so that PSS and GS
units were deetected and seeparated very well. The ressults
of each sectioon is presenteed separately as
a follows.

Ressults
Co
olor Composittes
In order to build
b
the bestt color compo
osites, at firstt
speectral reflectaance curves (FFig. 8) were plotted usingg
gro
ound control points (Tablle 2). As previous studiess
hav
ve indicated that the mosst suitable ban
nds to createe
collor composite in one targett, are the band
ds which havee
thee highest reflection for that target [24]. Fiigure 8 showss
speectral reflectaance curves foor Landsat 8 and SPOT 5..
341
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Figure 8. Sppectral reflectan
nce curves for P
PSS unit in Landsat 8.a (right) and SPOT 8.b (left) images.

Figure 9. a: (Right). Landsat 8 image(RGB
B=657), PSS unnit is seen in bllack and is reco
ognized from suurrounding unitts easily, also,
Left). SPOT 5 image (RGB=43
32), PSS unit iis seen as black
k and GS unit
in the Landssat 8 image, thee GS unit is not visible. B: (L
appears as grreen color interrbeds inside thee PSS unit.

theerefore, pan band of Landsaat 8 (b8) was used for dataa
fussion. Gram-Scchmidt Pan Shharpening metthod was usedd
to fuse the Pan
n images (15 m pixel sizee) with the 7
mu
ultispectral im
mages (30m pix
ixel size) to prroduce a 15m
m
pix
xel size [25]. Gram Schmiddt Pan-Sharpeening methodd
is more
m
accuratee than the Prinncipal Compon
nent (PC) andd
Hu
ue, Saturation and Value ((HSV) methods because itt
usees the spectral response funnction of a giiven sensor too
esttimate what the panchrromatic dataa look like..
Co
omparison of a Z Proﬁle oof the originaal image withh
thaat of the Gram-Schmid
G
dt Pan-Sharp
pened imagee
rev
vealed that there is noo difference in spectrall
infformation [2
26]. Gram Schmidt Paan-Sharpeningg

According too Figure 8, forr 3 bands of 7,6,5 that have the
highest refllectivity in the Landsat 8 image, the
following eqquation is correect:
b6>b5>b7
therefore, RGB=657 will
w create the best contrastt for
PSS unit. T
This argumentt, has resulteed in identifyying
RGB=432 foor SPOT 5. Thhe contrast of PSS unit in fa
false
color compoosites (Fig. 9..a and 9.b) iss acceptable and
PSS unit cann be detected easily.
e
Data Fusion
n
Due to sppatial resolutiion of Landsaat 8 multispecctral
bands, enhaancement of GS unit is not possibble;
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Figgure 10. Fusedd image of Landsat 8, as it is seen fusion tecchnique has created more enhaancement of GS
unnit so as in the above
a
image, PS
SS and GS unitss are shown in brown and greeen colors, respeectively.

method is hhighly recomm
mended for most
m
applicatiions
[25]. The result of thhis techniquee is complettely
satisfactory and the GS unit was well enhanced and
detected usinng Landsat 8 fused
f
data (Fig
g. 10).

rocck units enhan
ncement. Imagge enhancemeent with bandd
ratio technique is the proccess implemeented for thee
dig
gital image to
o produce moore interpretab
ble one for a
parrticular appliication [27]. Enhancemen
nt techniquess
com
mprises many
y methods, deetermined acccording to thee
objjective, such
h as Princippal Componeents Analysiss
(PC
CA) and Band Ratio, whicch are signiﬁccantly helpfull

Band Ratioss
Band ratiios is one of the
t importantt methods for the

Figure 11. Band ratio image RGB=(b
b6/b2), (b5/b3) , (b7/b1) for Laandsat 8, both units
u
(PSS and G
GS) are detected easily.
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in differentiation and reecognizing the different rrock
units, and cconvolution ﬁltering,
ﬁ
which is extrem
mely
useful in empphasize the linneation and lineament featuures
as well as ggeological strructures [28]. Bands with the
highest and llowest reflectiion were iden
ntified by specctral
reflectance ccurves (Fig. 8.a & 8.b) and
d have been uused
in band ratiios. For the Landsat 8, 7-band intennsity
reflections, aare as follow
ws as such that b6 shows the
highest and bb2 the lowest reflection inteensity:
b6>b5>b7>bb4>b1>b3>b2
Accordinngly, the bandd ratio imagees of Landsaat 8
were createed and reveealed that th
he below coolor
composite, hhas the best coontrast for PSS
S and GS:
RGB=(b6/b22), (b5/b3), (b77/b1)
In the abbove color com
mposite, the GS unit is grreen
and the PSS unit is purplee and both un
nits are identiffied
and differenttiated easily (F
Fig. 11).
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ressearch, covariiance matrix method has been used too
callculate PCA, though in PC
CA technique,, one can usee
botth the covariaance matrix aand the correelation matrixx
[29
9]. Figures 12.a
1
and 12.bb show PCA
A images forr
Landsat 8 and SPOT 5 resppectively. As can be seen,,
PSS and GS units have a verry good contrrast with theirr
neiighboring un
nits which ccan be very effective inn
disstinguishing itt from other roock units.
Supervised
S
Cla
assification
Both imagess of Landsat 8 and SPOT 5 have beenn
useed for superv
vised classificcation by SA
AM, SID andd
SV
VM methods. Support Vecctor Machin((SVM) has a
training approaach and woorks through labeling off
training sampless in the regioon of interest [30]. This iss
wh
hile the Spectral Angle Maapper (SAM) and Spectrall
Infformation Div
vergence (SID
D) methods perform
p
basedd
on spectral reflectance curve ffor one speciaal pixel. Also,,
preevious studiess indicated tha
hat SAM and SID methodss
hav
ve had good results for thee study of altteration zoness
[26
6]. Another point
p
is that the SVM meethod finds a
surrface that doees not only haave the most contrast withh
oth
her surfaces, but also has the smallestt error in thee
outtput. [31]. The results off supervised classificationn
opeerations confi
firm that the ooutput image of the SVM
M
meethod for SPO
OT 5 data is thhe best separaation solutionn
forr PSS and GS
S units (Fig. 13). In this operation,
o
thee
training points are
a defined foor 5 classes which
w
includee
PSS and GS un
nits in relationn with the oth
her 3 definedd
claasses. In the final
f
classificcation image, the PSS andd

PCA Methodd
The mainn aim of the principal
p
com
mponents analyysis
(PCA methood), is obtainning independ
dent or unrelaated
indicators inn a data set which
w
these data
d
may be are
interdependeent because non correlaation or low
west
correlation ccan reveal theeir differencess [29]. PCA, iis a
statistical annd mathematiccal method th
hat has a lott of
applications for representing differrences betw
ween
satellite imagges. The mosst important uses
u
of the P
PCA
method in R
RS is concentraating and limiiting informattion
in a few sppecified channnels and also
o increasing the
amount of information in these ch
hannels. In this

Figure 12. a. RGB=PC1,P
PC2,PC3 imagee for Landsat 8 (right), in this image GS un
nit can be seenn in green colorr and PSS is
observed in dark blue colorr. b. RGB=PC4
4,PC2,PC1 imagge for SPOT 5(Left), PSS and GS units are seeen respectively
y in blue and
yellow and bboth have a verry good contrastt with their neigghboring units.
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Figure 13. S
Supervised classsification imag
ge for Spot 5, iin this image, the
t PSS unit is in red and thee GS unit is greeen, and both
units have a very beautifull contrast in rellation to other uunits. The black square for the PSS unit andd the black circle for the GS
unit are usedd to represent thhe ground contrrol points (GCP
P). This image can be the basis for the preparration of geolog
gical maps of
this area, esppecially for the enhancement and
a detection off the Bavanat red bed copper deposits.
d

GS units aree seen in redd and green, respectively and
well detectabble and separrable from su
urrounding unnits.
The created classification image can bee used as a baasic
geological m
map in the expploration study
y for the Bavaanat
red bed coppper deposits. In order to reesults validatiion,
were used 220 ground conntrol points (Table
(
3). Thhese
points are thee results of thhe field survey
ys of PSS and GS
units which aare not used inn image proceessing operatioons.
The review of results validation
v
off satellite im
mage

Row

X

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

7732404
7732485
7732705
7732057
7731760
7731416
7732815
7733378
7733668
7734270

pro
ocessing in these studies prroved the posiition 19 of 200
gro
ound control points were correctly determined andd
was determin
onlly the position of 1 point w
ned instead off
thee PSS unit of the
t GS unit (ppoint No. 10). The cause off
this issue has been
b
spectral interference or inaccuratee
reccording of point
p
coordinnates. Thus, 95% of thee
position of poin
nts related to PSS and GS units in fieldd
stu
udies correspo
ond to the poosition of these points inn
sattellite image processing
p
(Figg. 13).

T
Table
3. The geeographical cooordinates of thee Ground Contro
ol Points (GCP)).
Classsified
Y
Rock
k Type
X
Y
R
Rock Type
Row
roock
33885447
PSS
P
PS
SS
11
734648
3382270
PSS
33885316
PSS
P
PS
SS
12
734648
3383590
GS
33885174
PSS
P
PS
SS
13
733965
3383577
GS
33884806
PSS
P
PS
SS
14
733937
3384137
GS
33884197
PSS
P
PS
SS
15
733200
3383288
GS
33884636
PSS
P
PS
SS
16
732471
3383857
GS
33884781
PSS
P
PS
SS
17
732503
3384693
GS
33884438
PSS
P
PS
SS
18
732199
3385032
GS
33884459
PSS
P
PS
SS
19
731508
3384611
GS
33883950
PSS
P
G
GS
20
732047
3385149
GS
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GS
GS
GS
GS
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(PCs). But in a selective approach some of the bands
that demonstrate specific anomalies for the subject
matter are selected and component analysis is
performed solely on the basis of these bands to increase
the probability of highlighting the subject of interest
[35]. Between these two methods, the standard PCA
method has been more effective in demonstrating PSS
and GS units and therefore has been used. Also,
RGB=PC4, PC2, PC1 in SPOT 5 and RGB=PC1, PC2,
PC3 in Landsat 8 have caused more contrast in the
studied units with surrounding units. Various methods
of supervised classification have been applied. The
basic premise in multi-spectral computer classification
is that terrestrial objects possess sufficiently different
reflectance properties in different regions of the
electromagnetic spectrum [36]. Based on these spectral
properties, earth surface features can be discriminated
and create a new output image with a specific number of
classes or categories [37]. The result of all of these
studies illustrated that among the SAM, SID and SVM
methods, support vector machine(SVM) has the best
performance in detection and slicing of PSS and GS
units therefore, this supervised classification method is
recommended for other areas with similar conditions.
Results validation was confirmed in 95% of ground
control points, this issue indicates the classification
image which prepared in these studies has a high
accuracy for future research.The classification image
created in these studies, can be used as a basic
geological map in the exploration studies for copper
mineralization and other precious elements in Bavanat
red bed deposits.

Bavanat red bed copper deposits similar to other
known reserves in the world, are important in terms of
copper mineralization and other precious elements such
as silver and cobalt [5 and 32] and it is necessary to
study the area a lot more because the geological data of
these rock units still are not fully available. Red bed
deposits of this area is called PSS unit and includes
interbeds of green sandstones (GS unit). As a matter of
fact, copper mineralization has occurred in the GS unit.
Walker [33] believes that the reserves of the red layer of
the red represents the oxidized zone while the green
color indicates the reduction conditions of the
sedimentary environment, especially due to the action of
organic matters. Also, Hitzman et al., [34] argue that
copper mineralization forms on the border between red
and green units. The purpose of current study, was
enhancement, detection and slicing of PSS and GS units
from adjacent units and it confirmed that combining
field and remote sensing data can have trustful results
for identifying and separating these units. During field
studies 38 points from PSS was reviewed and their
positions were recorded by GPS. Both microscopic and
hand samples studies, proved occurrence of copper
mineralization such as malachite in GS unit. Based on
RS studies, SPOT 5 data have the ground resolution for
enhancement and detection of both PSS and GS units
but Landsat 8 is just able to enhance PSS unit. This
issue can be related to higher ground resolution of
SPOT 5 data compared to Landsat 8 data. Taking this
subject into account has led to the use of data fusion
techniques which fortunately was effective. These
techniques created a high enhancement for GS unit from
other units. Also, based on current study, Gram-Schmidt
method has had more efficiency compared to other
methods for enhancement of GS unit. The use of other
techniques such as band ratio and PCA methods has
been effective and has brought in more enhancement
and detection for PSS and GS units. Band ratios is a
general term to describe the processes that combine the
pixels of two or more raster layers in mathematical
combinations in order to enhance the spectral
differences between bands and reduce the effects of
topography [28]. In band ratio method, color composite
with RGB=(b6/b2), (b5/b3), (b7/b1) has the best
contrast for PSS and GS units. But it is interesting to
know that this method has no positive results for SPOT
5. The principal component analysis method is generally
applied in two approaches: standard and selective
formats. In the standard method, all bands are used to
construct the components and in fact, the number of
bands is equal to the number of principal components

Conclusions
In current studies, simultaneous use of field and
remote sensing data has been effective in enhancement,
detection and slicing of Bavanat Redbed copper
deposits and led to the provision of a basic geological
map of these reserves (Fig. 13). This map can be used in
future supplementary studies as so all green points on
figure 13 can be considered as a point with copper
mineralization potential. Furthermore, although the
Redbed deposits are mainly important in terms of
copper mineralization, they contain other valuable
elements such as silver and cobalt as a byproduct. As a
result, the supplementary studies model of Bavanat area
can be changed from a single-dimensional to a multidimensional model so that examine more
mineralizations along with copper mineralization in the
area.
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